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What is Healthwatch?

We are the independent champion for people who use health and social care services. We’re here to 

find out what matters to people and help make sure their views shape the support they need.

There is a local Healthwatch in every area of England. We listen to what people like about services, 

and what could be improved, and we share their views with those with the power to make change 

happen. We also help people find the information they need about services in their area.

We have the power to make sure that the Government and those in charge of services hears people’s 

voices. As well as seeking the public’s view ourselves, we also encourage services to involve people in 

decisions that affect them.

Our sole purpose is to help make care better for people.
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Healthwatch and research

Engagement

We routinely conduct various forms of listening exercise, either as formal research projects, through 

our engagement events, and on the telephone when signposting.

Quality framework

Details how a Healthwatch should be run effectively:

https://network.healthwatch.co.uk/guidance/2019-10-15/quality-framework

Making a difference toolkit

Guidance and suggestions on how to ensure what we do has reach:

https://network.healthwatch.co.uk/guidance/2019-09-30/making-difference-toolkit
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Healthwatch and research

Examples of how we engage
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EngagementObservation

Mystery 
shopping

Survey/poll Focus group

Deliberative 
groups

Interviews 
and 

conversations

For examples visit - https://www.healthwatch.co.uk/reports-library



Healthwatch and research

What we do…

• Gather views and experience

• Use a variety of methods to engage

• Explore issues

• Delve deeper into a specific issue or area of service

• Employ qualitative and quantitative methods as appropriate

• Work in partnership with others when we can and where appropriate

• Use the final results to raise awareness and promote improvements

• There will be variety in methods, format of study, outcome and way in which we communicate

• We do not seek to reproduce academic or scientific ways of working, but there are similarities and 

we often seek to add to existing understanding

…and what we do not do

• Consistently rely on large samples – our work is often shaped by local and even individual stories

• Make assumptions about everyone or all service users

• Make assumptions about all services or providers
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Healthwatch and research

Ethics in research
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Honesty and 
accuracy

Cooperative 
and open

Safe and 
respectful

A learning 
organisation

▪ Project planning 

documents

▪ Anonymity and privacy

▪ Local stakeholders



The need for the Research Governance Framework

Where Healthwatch want to be:

1. To be an evidence based network that prioritises the issues that the public share with us alongside other 

relevant information, and to work on their behalf to inform change and improvements in health and social 

care delivery.

2. To work together as a well-established network that provides robust research using creative engagement 

approaches.

3. We want to be able to effectively demonstrate the impact that our research has on health and care 

services, undertaking evaluation of our work to identify value for money.

What we need to do to achieve this:

• Independence, valid approaches to engagement 

• Making use of existing stakeholder connections and develop new ones where we can 

• Support ability to conduct good quality work

• Responding to challenges to our work and learning from these

• Being ready to respond to new areas of potential work
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Quality Controls

1.Demonstrating clear planning and developing the right research questions

2.Demonstrating that risk assessments have been conducted where appropriate

3.Demonstrating procedure in gaining consent from participants

4.Demonstrating care when dealing with research participants

5.Demonstrating clear planning when working with other organisations or groups

6.Demonstrating that research has been reviewed and quality assured

7.Accounting for any conflict of interest

8.Clear assignment of intellectual property rights

9.Demonstrating a clear process for evaluating the impact of research
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Supporting 
research

Training 
and 

guidance

Intelligence 
Informatics 
Reference 

Group

Research 
champions

Self-
assessment

Research 
helpdesk

Creating a supportive research environment



Development of the RGF

• Healthwatch England worked with over 60 local HW of all sizes to come up with the Research 

Governance Framework.

• Pilot with 30 HW following development – the first group included the 10 offices that cover 

Greater Manchester.

• Use as a format and guide for work, ensuring various stages are done.

Results of pilot

• Templates

• Short guides

• Further promotion, webinars and details on website to come
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Thank you!

Alex Tan

Research and Project Officer – Healthwatch Trafford


